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ENGAGING  
AUTHENTIC  
VERIFIABLE

Good 
Testimonial

Share your product story
“Here’s my product 

story…”:

 ∙ Before Herbalife I…
 ∙ Then I…
 ∙ Now I…

Say what’s: Typical

Show what’s: Possible

If you can emotionally 
impact someone then 
you have more of a 
chance of being able 
to help them.

All references to weight 
management relate to the 
Herbalife Weight Management 
Programme which includes, 
amongst other things, a 
balanced diet, regular exercise, 
an adequate daily fluid intake, 
nutritional supplementation 
where required and appropriate 
rest, individual results will vary.
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Claim Examples
“With the support of my coach, changing my 
diet, incorporating exercise in combination 

with Formula 1, I feel I am at my best weight in 
15 years.”*

* Substituting two daily meals of an energy 
restricted diet with meal replacements contributes 

to weight loss

Claim Examples
“With this product you will  
lose weight by next week”  

(false and misleading)

“This product and programme will block 
the absorption of fat and calories leading 

you to lose a lot of weight” 
(medical claim)

PHOTOS
Use pictures if you want to illustrate 

your results. 

Don’t communicate excessive 
weight loss etc. 

BALANCE
It’s ok to talk about Herbalife 
products in your story; but 

make it balanced and authentic 
by also talking about changes 
in your diet, levels of physical 

activity etc.
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ENGAGING  
AUTHENTIC  
VERIFIABLE

Good 
Testimonial

Share your earnings story
“Here’s my product 

story…”:

 ∙ Before Herbalife I…
 ∙ Then I…
 ∙ Now I…

Say what’s: Typical

Show what’s: Possible

If you can emotionally 
impact someone then 
you have more of a 
chance of being able 
to help them.

Earnings claims are expressed 
or implied statements made 
about income, lifestyle, 
or items purchased with 
money earned from a 
Herbalife business.
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Claim Examples
“I used to be a lawyer, now I run my own 

Herbalife business full-time and earn more 
money than I did as a lawyer”

“Since starting my Herbalife business 5 years 
ago, I have been able to enjoy vacations and 

even buy a new car!”

Claim Examples
“I’ve made a ton of money with my Herbalife 
business.” (Making exaggerated statements 
that cannot be proven and are misleading)

“I sit back and the money comes in” 
(earning income requires hard  

work and dedication)

PHOTOS
Images used to show an 

increase in lifestyle are also 
considered earnings claims. 
Your story and photos should 
be typical and representative 
and should not be excessive 

to an average person.

AMOUNTS
If you earn a certain amount a month 

then it’s fine to share if you really want 
to. Be honest that different amounts 
are earnt by different people. Be sure 
to reference the Statement of Average 
Gross Compensation to show typical 

earnings at different levels at Herbalife.

TERMS
Don’t use terms like 

“get rich”, “can dream 
with Herbalife”… these 

don’t represent the 
Herbalife brand which is 
about supporting people 

to get results.
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ENGAGING  Good 
Testimonial

Share your health story
“Here’s my product 

story…”:

 ∙ Before Herbalife I…
 ∙ Then I…
 ∙ Now I…

Say what’s: Typical

Show what’s: Possible

If you can emotionally 
impact someone then 
you have more of a 
chance of being able 
to help them.

Herbalife® products are 
classified as foodstuff, 
complementary and 
alternative medicine (CAM) 
or cosmetics and are therefore 
not designed to alleviate 
any medical conditions.

AUTHENTIC  
VERIFIABLE
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Claim Examples
Words such as ‘prevent’, ‘diagnose’, 

‘treat’, or ‘cure’ are part of the 
definition of a medicine and 
therefore can’t be used with 

Herbalife products.

Claim Examples
“Using Formula 1 every morning for  
breakfast reduced my need to take 

blood pressure medication.”  
(Medicinal claim)

“Using Herbalife products cured my diabetes”  
(Product linked to diseases)

CONNECTION TO DISEASE  
OR HEALTH CONDITION

Reference to specific medical conditions is not allowed, 
for example: diabetes, osteoporosis, headaches, 
migraines, pregnancy, digestive disorders etc, 

and should never be not even when giving verbal 
product stories.

HERBALIFE PRODUCT 
BROCHURE OR WEBSITE

If you are not sure whether or 
not a particular claim is allowed, 
always check the product label 

or corporate-produced literature, 
catalogues and corporate websites.  

If you don’t see it, don’t use it.


